
Water and soil quality unit
                             

                              Report of July, 2008

The unit activity during the month was:
1. the unit manager wrote to the head of city council replying on his letter 

which include the temporal stop of the water purification station
established on Al zaitona well , the last month Dr: kamel from the unit 
and Dr: Mohamed ismaeil explained the problem to the city council 
from the center point of view on 30, June, 2008.

2. the unit made a practical work plan to operate the purification water 
station trough the center workers (the action plan is attached to the 
report).

3. the unit manager accompanied the mobile veterinary unit in its 
visitations to different wadis to inform the Bedouins about the services 
introduced by the unit ( they visited wadi zaghra, Alnassab, Sheilh 
Awad and Etlah).

4. Saturday 5, July , 2008 was chosen to be the time of the second meeting 
with the head of city council to discuss the current events and to try to 
found a solution for the problem  of the purification water station on 
alzaitona well and the healthy of its produced water. 

5. the unit team met with the head of city council on Saturday,5,July 
,Mr.:Ashraf soliman the manager of halth center ,Mr.:Mohamed abo 
Khadra and Dr:Magdy Wasfy Elias were in te meeting and he result was 
eradication of all the current problems , the city council was reported 
that the center is responsible a complete  responsibility about the 
purification station and the center will inform them about the results of 
water samples analysis in order to reopen the station again,( a copy of 
the letters included down the report.

6. A visitation to the water  purification station  in Al zaitona area  and the 
sedimentation unit is cleaned by Mr: Mohamed Mahmoud and Mr 
:Mubarak Mousa to remove the impurities  under the observation of the 
unit manager (some pictures are attached to the report).



7. The monthly routine water analysis is not done for the produced 
drinking water because of the stoppage of the station according to the 
stopping order of the city council 

8. All the files . data , lectures and unit reports are deleted from the 
computer of the unit  by Dr:Kamel Abdallah  without having a 
permission from the unit manager which may result in a bad  effects on 
the unit work  so, he must be asked about that .

9. The unit manager participated In Dahab work shop which was 
entitled "how to manage an association" and lasted for three days.

10. This report including the unit activity till Tuesday 8, July, 2008.
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